LEGAL DISCOURSE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
AS AN OBJECT OF LINGUISTIC RESEARCH

Summary. The EU legal language is probably one of the most visible examples of technical language composed by legal words – concepts – entirely created by social interaction and legitimated by collective consent – actors-involved in the legislative process. The European Union law discourse is oriented towards the whole society and is considered one of the most relevant contemporary discourses. After all, law is not only a set of normative acts and laws, but also the most important achievement of the culture of all civilization, which should be a firm foundation for the life of society as a whole. It is EU legislation that makes a significant contribution to the legal terminology of the European Union states, which creates new and modern universal terms. They facilitate their use in a particular state and increase their effectiveness in practice. The article analyzes and highlights the features of the legal discourse of the European Union and other English-speaking states. Also defined strategy, subject area and goals of legal discourse. As a result of globalization processes and European integration, the volume of interlingual communication is increasing, which, in its turn, requires thorough research in general and the translation of legal and other terms. Despite a large number of studies of this problem, there are not enough scientific works devoted to the study of the features of English legal discourse. The object of our analysis is the original English-language legal acts of the European Union (Directives, Regulations), and the subject is the European legal discourse in its entirety. Actuality of theme is that there was a need for proper coverage of the important aspects of legal discourse and its characteristic features among other types of discourses in connection with the growing role of the European legal system and its influence on the formation of legal discourse. Legal discourse is understood as activity regulated by certain historical and socio-cultural codes (traditions). It is aimed at formulating norms, legal consolidation (legitimization), regulation and control of public relations in the field of jurisprudence.
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The aim of the article is The European Union law discourse which is oriented towards the whole society and is considered one of the most relevant contemporary discourses. After all, law is not only a set of normative acts and laws, but also the most important achievement of the culture of all civilization, which should be a firm foundation for the life of society as a whole. It is EU legislation that makes a significant contribution to the legal terminology of the European Union states, which creates new and modern universal terms.

To begin with we want to say that there are several features of a modern society: the global absorption of any information and the global discussion of events and resonance phenomena and facts. To these features we add another one that is clearly traceable today in connection with each event at the national and international levels in the context of law. This is a problem of law enforcement practice, which is related to the interpretation of the Directives and Regulations of the European Union. It is they that are globally dynamic, and at the same time, those that give rise to various interpretative debates, through the dissonance of the meanings written and adopted.

‘Legal discourse’ signifies a strong interplay between law and language, linking together law as like language and law as itself language. The language of the law is a prominent indicator of the social and historical genesis and motivation of the legal text as instrument of social regulation and discipline. Legal discourse, like any other of the traditional rhetorical genres or language varieties, is an historically and rhetorically organised product.

The EU legal terminology providing rights comes into being through specific mechanisms of lexical creation, which chiefly consist of semantic neologisms. All legal texts must be written in accordance with EU drafting guidelines, prescribing that “rules have to be drafted bearing in mind their translation in all the official languages” [1, p. 7]. The consequence of these drafting techniques is that multilingualism influences not only the translation, but the actual structure and content of the rule; very often the result of this praxis is a pragmatic, detailed, concrete regulation of legal instruments, rather than a system of rights.

The multilingual drafting of EU norms – and consequently of EU rights – is not automatically functional to the effective transposition of rights in the Member States and to the substantive equality of EU citizens before European law. The EU language is bound to the inner grammar of the legal system of the European Union, to its policy, form of government, drafting techniques and, last but not least, to the multilingualism mission. Rules and concepts, as well as the variables that affect the evolution of the EU language, originate in many non–legal environments. Current evidence suggests that EU legal discourse is considered a technical legal language, yet not completely elaborated. The most crucial feature marking legal discourse off from all other subtypes of (specialized) language is that it is endowed with legal force. Thus, the task of a legal translator is to re-create a source text content in the target text in such a manner so that it represents its legal equivalent with identical legal effects. While lay people commonly think of legal language as abstruse, arcane or grave, experts speak of its template–like and clichéd nature which is in particular attributed to legal phraseology, schematicity and repetitiveness of certain textual elements. Matilla [2, p. 104] associates it with “archaic verbal magic” and treating “language as a fetish”. Thus, the reliance on a set of fixed phrases greatly contributes to the perception of legal language as a “frozen genre” [3, p. 24] or “fossilized language” [4, p. 76]. Accuracy is of supreme importance in legal translation and takes precedence over stylistic considerations [5]: “It is agreed that substance must always prevail over form in legal translation”. In more recent approaches to legalise, accuracy as to the information content (equivalence) is apprehended as “the presumption of equal intent” and the ‘spirit’ rather than the ‘letter’ of the law [5].

The legal discourse of the European Union differs from the legal discourse of other English-speaking countries (for example, The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Norther Islands). The legal terminology of the common law countries often does not coincide with the concepts and terms of continental law. For example, the definition of “trader” in the law of the UK sounds different from the European Union. In the document «The Consumer Contracts» (Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 No. 3134 UK Statutory Instruments [6], definition “trader” means a person acting for purposes relating to that person’s trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf.

In Directive 2013/11/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013 on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC [7] ‘trader’ means any natural persons, or any legal person irrespective of whether privately or publicly owned, who is acting, including through any person acting in his name or on his behalf, for purposes relating to his trade, business, craft or profession. It follows that some definitions of the same legal terms differ in their essence. It depends on the state system.

There are several Directives that define the term “Consumer”. The wording differs somewhat in the different directives. The starting point has been the definition in the door-to-door selling directive, where the consumer is defined as “a natural person who, ..., is acting for purposes which can be regarded as outside his trade or profession” (Art. 2) [8]. An identical definition can be found in Art. 1(2) in the consumer credit directive [9].

In the unfair contract terms directive,[10] the consumer is defined as “a natural person who, ..., is acting for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession” (Art. 2(b)). The same definition is given in Art. 2(2) in the distance contracts directive and in Art. 1(2)(a) in the distance sales directive [11]. The only difference between this definition and the one in the door-to-door selling directive and the consumer credit directive is that the unfair contract terms directive and the distance contracts directive are also applicable when the person is acting outside his “business”.

The multilingual drafting of EU norms – and consequently of EU rights – is not automatically functional to the effective transposition of rights in the Member States and to the substantive equality of EU citizens before European law. The EU language is bound to the inner grammar of the legal system of the European Union, to its policy, form of government, drafting techniques and, last but not least, to the multilingualism mission. Rules and concepts, as well as the variables that affect the evolution of the EU language, originate in many non–legal environments. Current evidence suggests that EU legal discourse is considered a technical legal language, yet not completely elaborated. The most crucial feature marking legal discourse off from all other subtypes of (specialized) language is that it is endowed with legal force. Thus, the task of a legal translator is to re-create a source text content in the target text in such a manner so that it represents its legal equivalent with identical legal effects. While lay people commonly think of legal language as abstruse, arcane or grave, experts speak of its template–like and clichéd nature which is in particular attributed to legal phraseology, schematicity and repetitiveness of certain textual elements. Matilla [2, p. 104] associates it with “archaic verbal magic” and treating “language as a fetish”. Thus, the reliance on a set of fixed phrases greatly contributes to the perception of legal language as a “frozen genre” [3, p. 24] or “fossilized language” [4, p. 76]. Accuracy is of supreme importance in legal translation and takes precedence over stylistic considerations [5]: “It is agreed that substance must always prevail over form in legal translation”. In more recent approaches to legalise, accuracy as to the information content (equivalence) is apprehended as “the presumption of equal intent” and the ‘spirit’ rather than the ‘letter’ of the law [5].

The legal discourse of the European Union differs from the legal discourse of other English-speaking countries (for example, The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Norther Islands). The legal terminology of the common law countries often does not coincide with the concepts and terms of continental law. For example, the definition of “trader” in the law of the UK sounds different from the European Union. In the document «The Consumer Contracts» (Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 No. 3134 UK Statutory Instruments [6], definition “trader” means a person acting for purposes relating to that person’s trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf.

In Directive 2013/11/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013 on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC [7] ‘trader’ means any natural persons, or any legal person irrespective of whether privately or publicly owned, who is acting, including through any person acting in his name or on his behalf, for purposes relating to his trade, business, craft or profession. It follows that some definitions of the same legal terms differ in their essence. It depends on the state system.

There are several Directives that define the term “Consumer”. The wording differs somewhat in the different directives. The starting point has been the definition in the door-to-door selling directive, where the consumer is defined as “a natural person who, ..., is acting for purposes which can be regarded as outside his trade or profession” (Art. 2) [8]. An identical definition can be found in Art. 1(2) in the consumer credit directive [9].

In the unfair contract terms directive,[10] the consumer is defined as “a natural person who, ..., is acting for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession” (Art. 2(b)). The same definition is given in Art. 2(2) in the distance contracts directive and in Art. 1(2)(a) in the distance sales directive [11]. The only difference between this definition and the one in the door-to-door selling directive and the consumer credit directive is that the unfair contract terms directive and the distance contracts directive are also applicable when the person is acting outside his "business".

In this regard, now there is no problem with the interpretation of this term. Consequently, the legal discourse of the European Union is improved year by year and becomes more understandable for member countries.

A clear definition from the beginning would have helped to develop consumer protection. With the definitions provided by the directives the national states gain had to determine what must be understood by the notion of a "consumer". Legal linguistic standardization within the European Union will help to keep integration growing. From the example of the notion of a consumer we can see that there is a clear need for review of the existing acquis communautaire and for standardization.

The main component of legal discourse is the text of a legal document, which is an impetus for the social and legal development of society. The source of legal texts is professional lawyers who create these texts, taking into account the specifics of the structure of society. The status of law is extremely high and responsible, his language is an indicator of the level of the culture of lawmakers. During the formulation of laws, their authors are simply obliged to adhere to the existing norms of language system.

Participants in legal discourse differ from communicators of other types of discourse:

1. The addressee of the legal discourse of the European Union — is a mass (generalized) and at the same time sufficiently defined addressee (every citizen of an individual state which is a member of European Union).

2. Knowledge in the field of law (use the legal language).

3. Legal texts are intended for all citizens, so they should be clear in content and easy to understand.

In 2015 was adopted «Joint Practical Guide» of the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission for persons involved in the drafting of European Union legislation. It means that the legal acts drawn up by the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission are drafted clearly and precisely. The Joint Practical Guide is a platform of general drafting principles. Each institution uses the guide alongside other instruments which contain specific standard formulations and more detailed practical rules. The drafting of a legal act must be: clear, easy to understand and unambiguous; simple and concise, avoiding unnecessary elements; precise, leaving no uncertainty in the mind of the reader. In order to be able to express the legislative intention in simple terms, the draftsman should try to break it down into simple concepts. Whenever possible, everyday language should be used. Where necessary, clarity of expression should take precedence over considerations of style. For example, the use of synonyms and different expressions to convey the same idea should be avoided.

Overly complicated sentences, comprising several phrases, subordinate clauses or parentheticals (interpolated clauses) should also be avoided. Example of drafting to be avoided: "All parties to the agreement must have access to the results of the work, subject to the understanding that research institutes have the possibility to reserve use of the results for subsequent research projects." Better drafting: "All parties to the agreement shall have access to the results of the work. However, research institutes may reserve use of the results for subsequent research projects."

There should be no doubt, for example, as to whether an adjective relates to a single noun or to several. Example of drafting to be avoided: "...public parks and hospitals..." Better drafting: "...public parks and public hospitals..." [1]. All these rules help to create better understood and correctly implemented legislative acts. Also we can see that all these and other rules separate the legal discourse of the European Union from other types of discourse. It has its own purpose, defined participants and a speech situation. Legal discourse is understood as the text of law in dynamics, in the process of interpretation and explanation.

**Conclusion.** The EU legal language is probably one of the most visible examples of technical language composed by legal words - concepts - entirely created by social interaction and legitimated by collective consent - actors involved in the legislative process. We highlight the following main features of legal discourse:

- social, political, cultural predestination;
- structured terminology system;
- non-transparency of interpretations and interpretations;
- dynamic development.

Therefore, it should be noted that the legal discourse of the European Union is to create new terms based on the correlation between the already existing terminology of the member states, which in turn is intended to create a single legal system that is simple and comprehensible to all EU member states.

The European Union law discourse is oriented towards the whole society and is considered one of the most relevant contemporary discourses. After all, law is not only a set of normative acts and laws, but also the most important achievement of the culture of all civilization, which should be a firm foundation for the life of society as a whole. It is EU legislation that makes a significant contribution to the legal terminology of the European Union states, which creates new and modern universal terms. They facilitate their use in a particular state and increase their effectiveness in practice. By doing so, some European Union bodies, for example, the European Court of Justice, by way of judgment, give an example to other Member States in the application of certain EU legislation. It should be not-
ed that legal discourse has its social, political, cultural precondition; structured terminology system; in some cases, different interpretations; dynamic development. Legal discourse belongs to the type of institutional discourse that relates to the sphere of regulation of social relations and is characterized by a rigid organization and hierarchical structure. It is oriented to all strata of society and is considered one of the most relevant discourses discourse in the modern world.
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